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Move for Shatkhandagam

Without publicity there is no prosperity.

- Zel'dovich principle

During 1934-38 Kakka kept working on Jeevatthan from the
copies of copies available in Ajmer, Jhalrapatan, and Saharanpur.
By the time I was born in 1938, in Ujjain he had completed work
on Satprarupana (I-20) as well as the next three chapters with
detailed notes for two more. Six weeks after my birth, our family
moved to Amraoti in December 1938. This was at the insistence of
many of the Kakka's friends who saw that the work of the
Uddharak Fund was stalled. Kakka was aware of the potential
problems associated with the move. He was also aware that
ambitions of Professor did not match his abilities. At the same
time Kakka felt sure that he could come back to Ujjain if he
wished so. He saw the move as an opportunity to materialize his
dreams. He felt confident. After all, he had nearly finished the
work on several volumes. Within months after arrival in Amraoti
he purchased a house. It is the only house in which he ever tried
to settle away from his ancestral home in Sadumar. Apparently,
he thought that his nomadic days of free-lance work are to be over
soon.
On Kakka's part there was eagerness to see his work in
print. He started work on January 1, 1939. After comparing his
draft with the copy in Amraoti, within eight weeks his handwritten pandulipi was sent to press for typesetting.

In February

1939 Phool Chandr Jain, whom I will call Panditji, also joined in
the effort.
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Publication of Satprarupana as the first volume of
Shatkhandagam in 410 pages was celebrated as a major event on
November 7, 1939. As is apparent from the front pages of the first
printed edition (Figures II-4 B and C), seeds of discord were
already sown. Also as is apparent from Figure II-4 D to F the
problem worsened in the second edition. Kakka resigned on the
day of celebration as soon as he saw the cover of the printed
version. On the dustcover the Professor is Editor. On the inside
cover page in Hindi, Professor is Editor with Panditji and Kakka
as the Sah-Sampadak (coeditor). On the inside English cover
Professor takes credit for translation, introduction and editing
"assisted by" Panditji and Kakka. On the other hand, the preface
(Figure II-4A) gave credit to Kakka for his work in Ujjain. Kakka's
name in English was also spelled wrong as 'Hira,' rather "Heera"
that he preferred based on the correct pronunciation. Needless to
say Kakka had not seen the complete printed and bound book
before the inauguration ceremony, although he had proof read the
galley and page proofs. It violated the initial (before the move)
understanding that Professor is a managing editor. Before the
publication date an agreement was reached to include all the three
as the co-editors with equal credit in all the volumes. Clearly, the
agreement was not honored.
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Figure II-4A. Excerpt from the preface of the 1939 Edition of
Satprarupana (see Figures 4B and C) signed (November 1, 1939)
by Professor Hiralal Jain.
-----------------------------
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Figure II-4B. The Hindi inside-cover page of the first edition of
Satprarupana part of Shatkhandagam published in 1939.
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Figure II-4C. The inside-cover page in English of the first edition
of Satprarupana part of Shatkhandagam published in 1939. The
dust-jacket contains only the name of the Professor as the Editor.
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Figure II-4D. The Inside cover page in Hindi from the 1973
reprint of Volume I. Note that names of earlier coeditors (Figure
II-4B) are removed and A. N. Upadhye is included as "sahasampadak."
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Figure II-4E. The Inside cover page in English from the 1973
reprint of Volume I. Note that the names of earlier coeditors
(Figure II-4C) are removed and A. N. Upadhye is included as
"saha-sampadak" (coeditor).
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Figure 4F. The letter of protest from Kakka to the publisher for
the misrepresented credits in the 1973 reprint of Satprarupana (as
in Figures 4D and E).
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Few weeks after the celebration in 1939, at the insistence of
his friends and relatives, Kakka took back the resignation.
Professor had promised that the problem and discrepancies about
the editorial credits would be resolved in the future volumes. The
publication schedule progressed rapidly. The second volume was
published within a year. A total of five volumes had appeared by
1943 with Kakka still as Sah-sampadak (coeditor) on the Hindi
cover and under the "assisted by" on the English cover. Seeing
that the problem of the credits is not going to be resolved Kakka
decided to leave Amraoti. He left in 1943 with the draft pandulipi
of the sixth volume completed. In the middle of the economic
turmoil of the Second World War Kakka sold his Amraoti house
at a loss and returned to Ujjain.
Apparent equanimity of Panditji in the whole episode is
betrayed by the fact that he had already left in 1942. At the
encouragement of Kakka, Bal Chand Jain had joined in the effort
by the end of 1942. They were personal friends and both were
born in neighboring villages 4 miles apart. Bal Chand took over
the responsibilities for the work after 1944. By 1958 the entire
Shatkhandagam legacy of Dharsen, Pushpdant and Bhutbali with
The Dhavla interpretation by Virsen and Jinsen was in print in
sixteen volumes.
As also summarized in Table II-5, all the other Dhavla
were also translated and published between 1955 and 1975.
Panditji with Kailash Chandra Jain and Mahendra Kumar Jain
completed Jai Dhavla that was initiated by Kakka in 1946. After
14 years of work Kakka published the Parikarm Prabhat Tika.
Several reprints and abridged versions of these works have
appeared over the years without the acknowledgement of the
original effort. It is affront to the intellectual creative process.
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